Inuit lived in pit houses, made of stone and earth. They had a summer and winter dwelling. When they traveled to hunt, they made ice houses, called igloos. “Iglu” means house. An “Igluvigak” was an ice or snow house. The Inuit of central Canada and northern Canadian Arctic lived in snowhouses all year.

The Inuit who used snowhouses as permanent dwellings built more elaborate structures by attaching rooms and sometimes a series of passages. They would cut hard blocks of snow using a snow knife, which is a long straight knife made from whale bone. They would stack the blocks in a continuous circle in a row to form a dome shaped house.

About snow houses
You child may want to color, paint, use markers, use a dot marker or make an elaborate design on the igloo. Too, he can just leave it white if he chooses.

Use the facts given and glue on the inside right and left side, or write some of your own facts you researched.

Glue minibook to your page.